Year 1 Willaston Weekly Distance Learning Week 2
Daily Reading
Ensure your child reads everyday. Please access Oxford Owls for your books as they are similar to the Guided Reading books that we send
home every week. Check that they are sounding out the words correctly and using picture clues to help. Point out the different punctuation
marks and check the children can retell the story in the correct order.

Writing Tasks
This week we are going to be smashing those independent full sentences! Please
make sure you say your sentence before you write it. Say it to the ceiling, walls
and floor so you hold it in your head. Use a capital letter at the beginning of your
sentence or when it is somebody’s name. Sound out each word using Fred Fingers
(pinch the sounds on to each finger eg, s-p-or-t . Use finger spaces between each
word and end with a full stop. Write about your favourite traditional tale and
why. Who is your favourite character and why. Who is your favourite villain and
why, Traditional tales can be watched on youtube eg, Little Red Riding Hood, The
Gingerbread man, The 3 little Pigs, Goldilocks and The 3 Bears.
** Cut and stick from a magazine or newspaper the matching lowercase and
uppercase (Capital) letters. Eg a A, b B, c C

Phonics -

please watch https://www.youtube.com/channel/

UCo7fbLgY2oA_cFCIg9GdxtQ
This is the Phonics channel on you tube and this is how I would teach
phonics in school Your child can watch this from 9am - 10:30 with the
different speed sounds lessons I would recommend set 2 and set 3
sounds. These videos only last 24 hours at a time so try and watch each
day!
Failing this I have attached powerpoint presentations to practice speed
sounds, learn a new sound, Red words, Green words and writing practice.

Maths focus
This week we are continuing to work on multiplication and division by counting in 2’s and 5’s. The main focus for each lesson is written
at the top of the attached power point slides. Each presentation has enough activities to last for 2 days and there are questions that
will extend the children’s thinking on the end slides. You could ask your child to come up with their own questions to solve and get
them to explain the answer and their thinking to you. You can also use lego pieces to help teach the multiplication and division work use them as cubes. You can also make your own tens frames using egg boxes or draw them out on a piece of paper. Continue to explore
counting in 2s and 5s by choosing a number within 50. Count out that many objects (lego works well and put them into tens frames this will help with accurate counting), and see if this amount of objects can be shared equally into groups of 2, groups of 5 or groups
of 10. Note down what you find out and notice can you see a pattern or rule?

Science
HELP! The Gingerbread Man needs to escape
from the fox! Can you help him to build a raft to
cross the river? Make a raft from different
materials to test which one will be suitable in
water. You can test sticks, cardboard, plastic
etc. test them in your sink, bath or.a bucket of
water. Note down which materials worked best
and why. You could even make your own
gingerbread man to test the raft.

Easter Fun!
Make egg shaped number cards to 20 or even 50. Hide them around your house or garden.
Find them and then put in the right order.
Boil some eggs and have an egg and spoon race! Remember no cheating!
Make a pop up Easter Card for a neighbour or a member of your family.
Paint or draw a blossom tree. Finger painting is a great way to do this.
Make chocolate nests with Shredded Wheat or Rice Crispies.
Research: How do many Christians celebrate Easter?

Ongoing ideas to support your
year 1 child Make a diary of your day to day life at
home and draw a picture. (bring in
once school is open again.)
Handwriting practice - watch this
youtube video with a paper and pencil
to form letters correctly.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=ePrSi2Vp0hM
Use phonics sound mats to practice
letter sounds.
Counting forwards and backwards
within 50.
Practice counting in 2s 5s 10s
Number formation - please see the
attached powerpoint to help form
numbers correctly.
Follow White Rose Maths on Facebook
- join Year 1 maths group. Each day
there will be activities posted to
facebook specifically for year 1.
Follow Oxford Owls on Facebook and
they post activities daily and their
website is free at the moment for
Ebooks - these are similar to the
phonics books sent home. Search
Read Write Inc E Books.

